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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...
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Gradle Effective Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Gradle is the next-generation build automation. Not only does Gradle

	use convention over configuration to provide good defaults, it is also adaptable for

	use in every situation you encounter in daily development. Build logic is described

	with a powerful DSL and empowers developers to create reusable and maintainable

	build...
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Selenium 2 Testing Tools: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Selenium WebDriver is the most used tool for browser automation. This book shows developers and testers how to create automated tests using a browser. You will learn how to be able to use Selenium IDE for quick throwaway tests. Or if

	you want to create tests to last, learn to use Selenium WebDriver.





	You will learn to use...
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Yammer StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the Yammer Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get set up with Yammer. You will

	learn the basics of Yammer, get started with building your profile, and discover

	some tips and tricks for using Yammer.

	A concise, enjoyable look at using Yammer, the...
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Learning Adobe Edge AnimatePackt Publishing, 2012


	Adobe Edge Animate is an all new tool from Adobe which seeks to enable the

	authoring of motion and interactive experiences through HTML5, CSS3, and

	JavaScript in a manner consistent with Creative Suite applications. Edge Animate

	is able to create such experiences at this time, due to advancements in browser

	technology and the...
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LiveCode Mobile Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Everyone you know has a smart mobile device of some kind. You probably own several!

	The general idea of having utility applications on a phone is not new, and even cell phone and PDA games have existed for years, but the way that the iPhone used touch instead of

	a stylus or keyboard, and gestures to reduce the number of steps to do...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning Cookbook is divided into

	three major parts—Performance Monitoring, Performance Tuning, and Performance Management—that are mandatory for dealing with performance in any capacity.





	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning Cookbook offers a great way to manage...
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TextMate How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012


	TextMate is a highly extensible Mac OS X GUI text editor that has gained quite a bit of

	developer notoriety through the years. Created in 2004 by Allan Odgaard, TextMate 1

	started out as a simple editor. By 2006, when TextMate 1.5 was released, it won the

	Apple Design Award for Best Developer Tool, and has gained a vast community...
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iWork for Mac OSX CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	I have been in publishing for almost 30 years, having held positions such as Publisher, Group

	Publisher, VP/Group Publisher, VP/Strategic Planning, and Senior VP/Research Publishing.

	Back then, I had staff to edit, design, and produce publications. But that all changed 10 years

	ago, when two friends and I started publishing...
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Final Cut Pro X CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	As technology becomes more and more accessible and easier to use, we are expected to do

	more in less time than ever before. Video editors are now expected to be able to not only edit,

	but create motion graphics, fix sound issues, enhance image quality and color, and more. And

	many workers in the PR and marketing world are finding...
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Excel Programming with VBA StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Excel VBA Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get up to speed with programming

	with VBA (Visual Basic for Applications). You will learn the basics of VBA, get

	started with building your first VBA code, create user-defined functions to work

	out...
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JBoss ESB Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	In this preface, we'll introduce JBoss, Open Source, and, of course, JBoss ESB. We'll also introduce thinking in Service Oriented Architecture terms, how JBoss ESB can help you, and why JBoss ESB is the best choice for your SOA needs.





	This preface is organized into a series of questions and answers. We'll begin at...
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